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OVERVIEW The overriding purpose of this First Nations of Quebec and
Labrador Consultations Protocol is to establish a frame-
work to ensure the respect of the right of the First Nations
of Quebec and Labrador to be consulted and accommo-
dated before Canada, Quebec, Newfoundland and
Labrador make decisions or take actions that may affect
First Nations’ rights. 

This Protocol is designed for use in situations where
Aboriginal claims or rights have not yet been fully
acknowledged or recognized through treaties, negotia-
tions, court decisions or other means. Where rights are so
acknowledged, the obligations of federal and provincial
governments are even more substantial in terms of
process and the sharing of responsibilities and social and
economic benefits with First Nations. 

The Protocol provides background information on the
Assembly of First Nations of Quebec and Labrador, its
Sustainable Development Institute and Sustainable
Development Strategy, as well as past experiences with
consultations (Chapter I). A discussion regarding the ori-
gins, context and consequences of the federal and provin-
cial governments’ duty to consult and accommodate First
Nations follows (Chapter II). Finally, the duty is defined
(Chapter III, Part A) and an implementation model is pro-
vided (Chapter III, Part B). Thus, the Protocol sets out a
step-by-step process delineating how consultation and
accommodation should unfold. It is meant to be a practi-
cal tool for communities and First Nations that receive
requests for consultations or demand to be consulted
when they learn of proposed action that may affect First
Nations. 

Use of the Protocol goes beyond specific consultations on
a case-by-case basis. It is also intended as a reference tool
in support of representations and negotiations at the fed-
eral and provincial levels with a view to revising existing
legislation and reaching agreements on the mechanisms
for First Nations’ involvement in decision-making, espe-
cially as regards resource allocation and development.
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Therefore, beyond its application to individual government
decisions, this revised Consultations Protocol may be used
by the First Nations of Quebec and Labrador, individual
communities and the AFNQL in engaging governments in
dialogue and negotiations to modify legislation, policies,
planning processes, and regimes of resource allocation
and management in accord with the requirement of
respect for Constitutional rights. 

At the provincial and federal levels there are existing gen-
eral consultations mechanisms such as environmental
assessment regimes. In most cases, simply following these
processes will not be sufficient to discharge federal and
provincial governments of the duty to consult and accom-
modate.

The Supreme Court has made it clear that key questions
relating to Aboriginal rights cannot be left to the unfettered
discretion of bureaucrats in charge of decision-making.
Rather, statutory provisions, regulations or at least a writ-
ten policy will be required to guide decision-makers in
their treatment of Aboriginal interests. Broad and general
powers, for example to allocate and manage resources,
and actions taken under such regimes may be invalid. It is
not enough for federal or provincial governments to com-
mit to exercising powers with due regard for the duty to
consult and accommodate. Explicit written guidance must
govern the protection of constitutional rights.

Consultations are an excellent opportunity for First Nations
to exercise their jurisdiction over, and their social and eco-
nomic interest in, lands and natural resources. Given the
constitutional duty to consult and accommodate, First
Nations should take a proactive approach. This means
making federal and provincial governments aware of First
Nations’ interests in land and natural resources and other
Aboriginal rights, as well as how they may be affected by
other governments’ actions and demanding a role in deci-
sion-making processes (implementation of this Protocol). 

The Protocol is based on Aboriginal principles and the
AFNQL Strategy for Sustainable Development. It is an
expression of First Nations’ contemporary understanding
and exercise of self-determination, inherent jurisdiction
and self-government. Further, it reflects the principles
enunciated by the Supreme Court of Canada, especially in
Sparrow, Gladstone, Delgamuukw, Haida and Taku cases
regarding the provincial and federal governments’ duty to
consult and accommodate.  

The Consultations Protocol reflects an adequate minimum
standard for a valid process. It may be supplemented to
reflect particular needs, rights and circumstances. Of
course, it is not intended to prescribe internal First Nations
process. It is meant to complement proactive First Nation
governance and resource management initiatives in tradi-
tional territories. Furthermore, negotiations, agreements
and treaties may provide other mechanisms for the exer-
cise of First Nations rights.
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CHAPTER 1

BACKGROUND

1.1 The Assembly of First Nations of
Quebec and Labrador

The Assembly of First Nations of Quebec and Labrador
(AFNQL) was created in 1985. Like the United Nations, it is
a regular meeting place for the leaders of the 43 commu-
nities that make up the ten First Nations of Quebec and
Labrador: the Abenaki, the Algonquin, the Atikamekw, the
Cree, the Huron-Wendat, the Malecite, the Micmac, the
Mohawk, the Montagnais-Innu, and the Naskapi. The
AFNQL's mission is to serve its 43 members. It holds usu-
ally three meetings a year to study issues of common con-
cern and make public its collective decisions. The Chiefs'
Assembly elects a spokesperson whose title is Regional
Chief of the AFNQL. Chief Ghislain Picard currently holds
this position, which runs for three years.

The AFNQL is connected with other Canadian First Nations
in two ways. First, each community’s Chief may become a
member of the Assembly of First Nations (AFN), which
represents all First Nations of Canada. Secondly, the
AFNQL Regional Chief is a member of the AFN Executive
Committee, which examines selected issues in detail and
then makes recommendations at regular and special AFN
meetings. 

As provided for in its formal documentation, the AFNQL
deals with various issues, such as:
- attempts to modify the Canadian Constitution in

order to guarantee our Aboriginal rights, including
Aboriginal title and treaty rights; 

- important legal cases that will have an impact on all
our rights and titles;

- federal and provincial policies that interfere with our
traditional customs and our way of life like, for
example, the Specific and Comprehensive Claims
Policies;

- government policies and laws, such as the Indian
Act, which specifically address First Nations issues;

- funding levels and other relations with Canada,
Quebec and Newfoundland and Labrador;

- Health, housing, education, environment, childcare,
economic development and all social, economic and
cultural issues;
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- all issues affecting self-government, international
relations and national relations with Canada, Quebec
and Newfoundland and Labrador. 

1.2 The First Nations of Quebec and 
Labrador Sustainable Development 
Strategy and Institute

The Assembly of First Nations of Quebec and Labrador
Sustainable Development Strategy was adopted in the fall
of 1997. It provides for the creation of the First Nations of
Quebec and Labrador Sustainable Development Institute
(FNQLSDI) and the elaboration of First Nations solutions
to social, economic, political and environmental problems.
A second version of the Strategy will be available in the fall
of 2005.

Thus, the FNQLSDI has the mandate of promoting the
Sustainable Development Strategy to ensure that First
Nations live in communities with healthy environmental
and economic conditions.

Today, development issues are key to the survival of First
Nation communities and the Strategy has become an
invaluable tool in facilitating discussions, negotiations 
and planning of this much anticipated development. 

It is important that the First Nations of Quebec and
Labrador share and promote the Sustainable
Development Strategy to ensure that it is a genuine tool for
economic, social and cultural development. This will
ensure cultural survival, protection of territories and
resources, as well as participation in development in
accordance with Aboriginal principles.

“The Sustainable Development Strategy provides for
the role of the Institute as follows: 
Our sustainable development institution will help us
gain political, legislative and executive powers for for-
mulating and administering laws, policies and pro-
grams pertaining to environmental protection. It will

also enable us to set up our own environmental
assessment process… A priority objective being to
ensure the management of the environment…
and,
...the recognition of Aboriginal rights that must go
hand in hand with measures to protect local institu-
tions that instil responsible use of resources. This
recognition must also give the local communities the
opportunity to get involved in decision making with
regard to the use of the resources in their region.” 1

Sustainable development is a multifaceted concept. It
demands that attention be paid to environmental protec-
tion and stewardship. It also has important implications in
terms of democracy, local participation in governance and
decision-making regarding resources and sharing in the
benefits of development for disadvantaged regions and
populations. Further, sustainable development requires
that principles of intergenerational equity be respected in
resource use. 

The AFNQL Sustainable Development Strategy implies that
the First Nations must have a genuine role in resource
development and other decisions potentially affecting
Aboriginal rights and title and treaty rights. 
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1.3 Negative Experience with 
Consultations

Some First Nations and communities have signed territori-
al and economic agreements and have created partner-
ships with other governments and with industry. This
allows them to participate in activities that affect their ter-
ritories and their populations. Nonetheless, they must
often deal with the general federal and provincial regimes
of resource allocation and management, sometimes in
modified forms. Generally, for these communities and First
Nations, the rules with regard to consultation and partici-
pation in government decision-making are clearer. For oth-
ers, notably those who rely on Aboriginal rights and title
and historic treaties, those who are currently negotiating
agreements and those who have no agreements, the con-
sultative processes under the generally applicable laws
and policies have been highly unsatisfactory. 

In the last few years, the participation of several First
Nations and communities, as well as of that of the AFNQL
Secretariat, has been sought in various consultations con-
cerning use and development of traditional territories,
resource management, etc. However, no clear process has
been established for these consultations. Objectives,
processes and outcomes that stem from them remain ill-
defined and the experience has had a negative impact on
the communities involved.  

First Nations report that the real reasons for consultations
– their true purposes, goals and effects – are not always
clearly communicated. This has led to people feeling
ignored, manipulated and misunderstood by the govern-
ments that initiate the processes and by the interested
resource developers. All too often, representatives of the
federal and provincial governments requesting consulta-
tions are not aware of the rights of First Nations of Quebec
and Labrador. They are not aware that they are under a
constitutional obligation to consult and accommodate First
Nations. 

In most cases, consultations with excessively rigid timeta-
bles are imposed, as the consultation materials have been
developed without the active participation of the First
Nation. Thus, First Nations feel rushed by the haste of var-
ious ministries, companies and groups that seek to consult
them in order to obtain their consent and conclude agree-
ments. In other cases, those seeking to consult First
Nations hide behind general legislative and policy require-
ments without ever addressing the essence of the consti-
tutional duty to consult and accommodate First Nations. 

Further, First Nations are unable to determine whether
federal and provincial governments pay sufficient atten-
tion to their concerns, rights and interests because there
are no reports produced that deal specifically with this
issue. Sometimes, a consultations summary is produced
and distributed to First Nations. This is not enough. Once
consultations are over, First Nations are, for all practical
purposes, excluded from subsequent decision-making
processes and the activities that take place on their territo-
ries. Canada, provincial governments, industry and devel-
opers proceed with projects without paying heed to the
concerns raised by First Nations or taking measures that
could protect First Nation interests. 

Overall, consultations have been inadequate. In some
cases, actions have been taken that affect First Nation
rights, interests and needs in the absence of any consulta-
tion and accommodation process whatsoever. Often, a
First Nation’s silence in response to a consultation request
has been wrongly interpreted as a renunciation of its rights
or as consent to the action being contemplated by the fe-
deral and provincial governments. Sometimes, despite the
objections of a First Nation, governments have proceeded
with projects and decisions without substantially incorpo-
rating Aboriginal concerns. 

Canada, the provinces and industry’s approach to consul-
tation and accommodation has been woefully inadequate.
It has violated Aboriginal rights and threatened First
Nations’ needs, interests and activities. Thus, establishing a
First Nations protocol is essential to ensure meaningful
consultation and accommodation. 
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1.4 Funding and Capacity

A major stumbling block to meaningful and valid consulta-
tion and accommodation with First Nations is the lack of
financial and human resources needed to enable them to
analyse and respond to consultations requests. 

The duty to consult and accommodate carries with it the
obligation to ensure adequate and sustained funding for
First Nations to carry out the ongoing work of identifying
and articulating their interests and to participate in deci-
sion-making processes. Federal and provincial govern-
ments are bound to act honourably in these matters. This
includes the obligation to ensure that First Nations are on
a fair footing with regard to information, expertise and
resources.

1.5 Revised Consultations Protocol 

The development of the original First Nations of Quebec
and Labrador Consultations Protocol was requested by
the AFNQL's Chiefs' Strategy Committee at a meeting held
in Quebec City on January 15th, 2003. A working group set
up by the First Nations of Quebec and Labrador
Sustainable Development Institute and adopted by the
Chiefs’ Assembly on June 18th, 2003 prepared it. 

First Nations communities relied a lot on the Protocol. The
2005 revisions reflect recent court decisions (especially
Haida2 and Taku3), developments in negotiations and
evolving legislation and government policy affecting
Aboriginal involvement in decision-making. The
Sustainable Development Institute produced this 2005 ver-
sion AFNQL Consultations Protocol, with the assistance of
legal counsel. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE DUTY TO CONSULT 
AND ACCOMMODATE

Origins, Content and Implications 

2.1 The Duty : Origins

The duty of the Crown to consult and accommodate  First
Nations when making decisions that may affect Aboriginal
rights and title and treaty rights is the result of several con-
verging circumstances, namely:

> prior Aboriginal occupation;

> constitutional recognition of Aboriginal rights;

> accelerating development pressure on natural
resources and growing economic development needs
of First Nations;

> the general trend towards public participation in
decision-making regarding public and private sector
projects, as reflected notably in environmental
impact assessment; and, of course;

> the environmental, economic and democratic princi-
ples of sustainable development.

2.1.1 Prior Occupation

At the most fundamental level, federal and provincial gov-
ernments’ duty to consult and accommodate First Nations
flows from the fact of prior First Nations occupation of
their traditional territories as self-governing peoples rely-
ing on the natural resources of the land and maintaining a
sustainable way of life and economy.

2.1.2 Section 35 Rights Limit Government Power

Section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 recognizes and
affirms First Nations’ Aboriginal and treaty rights, including
Aboriginal title. Aboriginal rights and title and treaty rights
in lands and resources have, thus, gained recognition as
legal rights. This constitutionally limits the exercise of the
legislative jurisdiction offederal and provincial govern-
ments’, as well as the Crown’s territorial rights and prop-
erty in natural resources. In concrete terms, section 35 has
given rise to process requirements of involving First
Nations in decision-making and substantive economic
rights of accommodation and compensation.
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Accordingly, in the 1990 case of R v. Sparrow 4, the
Supreme Court of Canada found that if the federal or
provincial governments makes a decision that infringes
First Nation’ rights, it must justify that decision. To deter-
mine whether the infringement is, in fact, justified, a court
will look at a number of factors including whether the
affected First Nation was consulted in the decision-making
process.

More recently, in November 2004, the Supreme Court of
Canada rendered two pivotal decisions regarding the duty
to consult: Haida and Taku. In these cases, the Supreme
Court confirmed that the provincial government is
required to consult with First Nations when contemplating
a decision that may affect their rights, regardless of
whether the right in question has been proven in a court
of law, or recognized by other means such as a concluded
treaty. 

In June 2005, the principles of Haida and Taku were
applied in the Quebec context with dramatic results. The
Superior Court declared that Quebec breached its consti-
tutional duty when the Minister of Natural Resources
issued cutting permits to Forager without first consulting
and accommodating the Betsiamites First Nation. The
Betsiamites case claim Aboriginal title to the territory they
call Nitassinan which includes l’Île René-Levasseur on
which Kruger sought to log. Canada and Quebec have
been negotiating a treaty for many years. The Betsiamites
case has yet to be confirmed or overturned by a higher
court.

In the Haida case, Chief Justice McLachlin summarized the
Supreme Court’s thinking regarding the origins, nature
and scope of the duty to consult and accommodate: 

“Put simply, Canada's Aboriginal peoples were here when
Europeans came, and were never conquered. Many bands
reconciled their claims with the sovereignty of the Crown
through negotiated treaties. Others, notably in British
Columbia, have yet to do so. The potential rights embed-

ded in these claims are protected by s. 35 of the
Constitution Act, 1982. The honour of the Crown requires
that these rights be determined, recognized and respect-
ed. This, in turn, requires the Crown, acting honourably, to
participate in processes of negotiation. While this process
continues, the honour of the Crown may require it to con-
sult and, where indicated, accommodate Aboriginal inter-
ests.” 
(Haida SCC, para 25)

Thus, section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 and the hon-
our of the Crown oblige federal and provincial govern-
ments to consult and accommodate First Nations when
they know or should know that an action may reflect First
Nations rights. Furthermore, this obligation is unequivo-
cally engaged where a claim has been accepted for nego-
tiation. The Court will intervene where the federal or
provincial governments fail to recognize and discharge the
duty to consult and accommodate.

2.2 The Duty: Its Substantive Component

A key question is the extent to which the duty owed to First
Nations extends beyond the process of consultation to
include a substantive duty to accommodate First Nations’
rights in ways that have real significance in jurisdictional
(resource governance) and economic (resource alloca-
tion) terms with respect to development in traditional ter-
ritory.

The revised AFNQL Consultations Protocol reflects the
view that the duty has a significant substantive component.
This interpretation is based on the fact that Aboriginal
rights are constitutionally protected, and thus, they must
be interpreted broadly. The view also flows from reading
Haida and Taku in the context of prior Supreme Court
decisions, notably Gladstone 5 and Delgamuukw 6. 

In Haida, the Supreme Court provided the broad outline of
the basis and methodology of consultation and accommo-
dation:
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« Meaningful consultation may oblige the Crown to make
changes to its proposed action based on information
obtained through consultations (…) »

« When the consultation process suggests amendment of
Crown policy, we arrive at the stage of accommodation.
Thus the effect of good faith consultation may be to reveal
a duty to accommodate. Where a strong prima facie case
exists for the claim, and the consequences of the govern-
ment's proposed decision may adversely affect it in a sig-
nificant way, addressing the Aboriginal concerns may
require taking steps to avoid irreparable harm or to mini-
mize the effects of infringement, pending final resolution
of the underlying claim. »
(Haida SCC, para 46-7)

In Delgamuukw, the claim was for Aboriginal title. Chief
Justice Lamer wrote the main reasons. He defined the con-
tent of Aboriginal title in following terms: 

“ [….] Aboriginal title is a right in land and, as such, is
more than the right to engage in specific activities which
may be themselves Aboriginal rights. Rather, it confers the
right to use land for a variety of activities.”  
(Delgamuukw, para 111)

On the test for the justification of infringement of
Aboriginal title, he wrote the following:

“The exclusive nature of Aboriginal title is relevant to the
degree of scrutiny of the infringing measure or action. For
example, if the Crown's fiduciary duty requires that
Aboriginal title be given priority, then it is the altered
approach to priority that I laid down in Gladstone, which
should apply. What is required is that the government
demonstrate (at para. 62) "both that the process by which
it allocated the resource and the actual allocation of the
resource which results from that process reflect the prior
interest" of the holders of Aboriginal title in the land. [….] 

Moreover, the other aspects of Aboriginal title suggest
that the fiduciary duty may be articulated in a manner dif-
ferent than the idea of priority. [….] First, Aboriginal title
encompasses within it a right to choose to what ends a
piece of land can be put. [….] This aspect of Aboriginal

title suggests that the fiduciary relationship between the
Crown and Aboriginal peoples may be satisfied by the
involvement of Aboriginal peoples in decisions taken with
respect to their lands. There is always a duty of consulta-
tion. Whether the Aboriginal group has been consulted is
relevant to determining whether the infringement of
Aboriginal title is justified, [….] The nature and scope of
the duty of consultation will vary with the circumstances.
In occasional cases, when the breach is less serious or rel-
atively minor, it will be no more than a duty to discuss
important decisions that will be taken with respect to
lands held pursuant to Aboriginal title. Of course, even in
these rare cases when the minimum acceptable standard
is consultation, this consultation must be in good faith,
and with the intention of substantially addressing the con-
cerns of the Aboriginal peoples whose lands are at issue.
In most cases, it will be significantly deeper than mere
consultation. Some cases may even require the full con-
sent of an Aboriginal nation, particularly when provinces
enact hunting and fishing regulations in relation to
Aboriginal land. 
(Delgamuukw, para 167 and 168)

If hunting and fishing regulations referred to in
Delgamuukw may require First Nation consent, then the
duty to consult and accommodate should require the
same for actions such as authorizing forestry and mineral
extraction, building hydroelectric and power facilities.

2.3 Consultation and Accommodation 
Must Be at the Strategic Planning 
Level to Fulfill Duty

In Haida, the Court found that the province had a duty to
consult with First Nations at the strategic planning stage, in
that case, at the stage of granting tree farm licenses.  
The duty to consult is not fulfilled if consultation occurs
only at the operational level.  First Nations must be
involved in decision-making at the higher level where fun-
damental resource allocations are made. The revised
AFNQL Consultations Protocol incorporates this important
principle.  
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To take a concrete forest-sector example, beyond involve-
ment in ground-level management and felling decisions,
there must also be Aboriginal involvement through con-
sultation and accommodation at the ministerial and high
level of deciding which lands will be cut, overall sustain-
able yield policy, the setting of allowable cuts and the allo-
cation of cutting rights. 

The requirement of Aboriginal involvement in these high-
er-level decisions has serious implications. Provincial for-
est resource legislation, policy and allocations are vulner-
able if findings in Haida and other cases are taken seri-
ously. Given the developments in the duty to consult and
accommodate, First Nations with Aboriginal rights and title
and treaty right claims are in a good position to demand
recognition of extensive resource and economic rights
through negotiation or by other means. The Betsiamites
case referred to earlier may be seen as an indication of
what is possible for First Nations in Quebec and Labrador. 

2.4 The Duty and Existing Consultation 
Mechanims

In Taku, the Crown was successful in its defence that it had
fulfilled its duty to consult and accommodate by following
the existing provincial environmental assessment process
in deciding whether to open a 160-km mine road through
traditional territory. However, it is important to note that
the process under British Columbia’s Environmental
Assessment Act was very thorough, more specifically:
- environmental assessment;
- there were specific provisions giving Aboriginal peo-

ples an important role in environmental assessment; 
- adequate consultation and accommodation was, 

in fact, found to have occurred in a process that
extended over three and a half years;

- there was financial assistance for the Taku River Tlingit
First Nation; 

- additional expert studies were commissioned to
explore First Nation concerns; and,

- the decision attacked was not the final stage in the
approval process, so other measures to consult and
accommodate could occur later on in the process.

Thus Taku should not be interpreted to mean that federal
and provincial governments will always be able to dis-
charge their duty to consult and accommodate by simply
following existing legislative regimes. A province may put
forward regimes of environmental assessment and forest
management as adequate mechanisms. However, sub-
stantial amendments and modifications will be required
for these regimes to satisfy the constitutional duty to con-
sult and accommodate First Nations as reflected in this
Protocol. 
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CHAPTER 3

THE AFNQL CONSULTATIONS 
PROTOCOL

The federal and provincial governments have a constitu-
tional duty to consult and accommodate First Nations
before taking actions that may affect First Nation interests.
This includes: modification or adoption of legislation, poli-
cy-making, planning processes, modification or adoption
of resource allocation regimes and the approval of specif-
ic projects or resource allocations. 

Canada and the provinces are required to: 1) act in good
faith and ensure an effective process throughout; 2) pro-
vide First Nations with information regarding the action
contemplated; 3) ensure adequate funding for First
Nations’ participation in consultation and accommodation;
4) consult First Nations with the aim of substantially
accommodating them; 5) incorporate those concerns into
the decision-making process; and 6) take concrete steps to
accommodate the affected Aboriginal interests made clear
through the consultation process. 

The following Consultations Protocol is organized in two
parts: Part A, Defining the Duty to Consult and
Accommodate, which reflects constitutional principles and
recent case law regarding the duty; and, Part B,
Implementing the Duty to Consult and Accommodate,
which proposes a step-by-step process by which that duty
may be fulfilled. It is meant to serve as a tool for First
Nations and communities who receive requests for con-
sultation. 

Finally, a flow chart explaining the proposed consultation
and accommodation process set out in Part B is produced
as an appendix, along with a sample letter that consulted
First Nations may use as a model. 
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PART A
DEFINING THE DUTY TO CONSULT 
AND ACCOMMODATE

Source, Nature and Context of the Duty to
Consult and Accommodate

1. The Duty: When contemplating any action that may
affect First Nations, federal and provincial govern-
ments have a constitutional obligation to consult with
First Nations and accommodate their interests.
Actions that trigger the duty include: modification or
adoption of statutes and regulations, policy-making,
planning processes, modification or adoption of
regimes of resource allocation and management, such
as crude wood material (…) and (…) the approval of
specific projects and allocations of resources. 

2. Status of First Nations : Consultation and accomo-
dation must account for First Nations’ rights and juris-
diction with respect to their traditional territories,
resources, economies and development. First Nations
may not be treated as just another stakeholder. 

3. First Nations’ Relationship with the Land:
Consultation and accommodation must respect the
sacred bonds between First Nations and the land, First
Nations’ dependence on natural resources, as well as
First Nations’ rights and responsibilities that result
from this special relationship.  

4. Sustainable Development: The principles of sustain-
able development, particularly as set out in the First
Nations’ of Quebec and Labrador’s Sustainable
Development Strategy, must be respected throughout
consultation and accommodation.

All Levels of Government

5. Federal, Provincial and First Nations Governments:
Both the federal and provincial governments together
with their agencies and Crown corporations are sub-
ject to the duty to consult and accommodate First
Nations.    

Substantial Component of the Duty 

6. Strategic Planning Level: Federal and provincial gov-
ernments are obliged to consult and accommodate
First Nations early and at the strategic planning level,
(…) not merely at the operational level.

7. Substantial Accommodation: Federal and provincial
governments must consult with First Nations in good
faith with the aim of substantially accommodating
their interests.

8. The “Zero Tolerance” Approach: First Nations shall
not adopt a so-called “zero-tolerance” approach and
categorically refuse to participate in any process that
contemplates actions that may affect the rights of the
Aboriginal party. So doing may subsequently be inter-
preted as bad faith by a court of law.

Variations in the Scope of the Duty: definite
proof of rights is not required

9. Nature and Scope of Duty Vary: The nature and
scope of the duty vary: it is at its most intense and
extensive, including the requirement of First Nation
consent, when there is strong evidence of an
Aboriginal right, title or treaty right and the potential
effects of the action being contemplated are serious;
the duty is less stringent when there is less convincing
evidence and potential effects of the action are less
serious. 

10. Definitive Evidence of Right Not Required: The duty
is triggered as soon a federal or provincial govern-
ment knows or should know that First Nation interests
may be affected by the action being contemplated.
There is no need for the potentially affected
Aboriginal right, title or treaty right to be acknowl-
edged in a court of law, treaty, through a new agree-
ment or by other means. However, acceptance of a
claim for negotiation by Canada and/or the province
necessarily means a high level of consultation and
accommodation is required. 
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11. No Improvised or Discretionary Consultation and
Accommodation: The duty to consult and accommo-
date cannot be fulfilled by improvised or discretionary
measures added to the general statutory powers of
the federal and provincial governments. Consultation
and accommodation must be in accord with specific
criteria and further to a clear process established by
agreement with First Nations or in legislation that
complies with this Protocol or its equivalent.

The Obligation in Time

12. Consultation Before Decision-Making: Consultation
with First Nations must occur at the beginning of the
decision-making process; consultation and accommo-
dation must occur well before any action is taken that
may affect First Nations interests.  

13. A Continuous Obligation: The duty to consult and
accommodate First Nations is a continuing constitu-
tional obligation, reflecting a permanent relationship
that cannot be satisfied on a once-off basis. It must be
respected throughout decision-making processes and
over the life of the action or project. 

14. Follow-Up Required: The duty requires effective fol-
low-up to ensure that the results of consultation and
accommodation are respected and implemented. This
will usually include institutional arrangements, fund-
ing, and compliance monitoring.    

Third Parties

15. Third Parties: Project promoters and other non-gov-
ernmental bodies are not constitutionally obliged to
consult and accommodate First Nations. However,
they may be bound by legislation or licence conditions
to modify projects and use of resources to allow fed-
eral and provincial governments to give effect to their
duty to consult and accommodate. They may also be
liable to First Nations for negligence, breach of con-
tract and dishonest dealings. 

16. No Delegation of Duty: Governments cannot dele-
gate to third parties their ultimate legal responsibility
to consult and accommodate. However, Canada and
the province may delegate procedural aspects of con-
sultation in certain circumstances.  

17. Propriety of Third Party Involvement: In some
cases, the participation of third parties, especially
industry and project promoters, in the consultation
and accommodation processes will be appropriate
and in the interest of First Nations.

Existing Mechanisms

18. Existing Consultations Mechanisms: Canada and/or
the provinces may, in certain circumstances, use exist-
ing public consultations to fulfill their duty to consult
and accommodate provided that the consultations
adequately address First Nations’ interests and meet
legal and constitutional requirements, particularly
those set out in this Protocol.
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PART B
IMPLEMENTING THE DUTY TO CONSULT 
AND ACCOMMODATE

Guiding Principles

19. Good Faith: Canada, provinces, First Nations and
other participating parties must act in good faith
before, during and after consultation and accommo-
dation processes.  

20. Mutual Respect: Consultation and accommodation
must occur in an atmosphere of mutual respect. 

21. Relationship Building: Canada, provinces, First
Nations and other participating parties must show
patience and open-mindedness to promote under-
standing and a process based on the desire to build
mutually advantageous relationships. 

22. Understanding of Diversity: Canada, provinces and
other parties must seek to understand the particular
cultural, social and economic situation of the First
Nations with whom they are involved. . 

23. First Nations’ Obligation to Identify Issues: Before
and throughout a consultation and accommodation
process, First Nations shall try to identify, as precisely
as possible, specific First Nations’ rights that are at
stake and how they may be affected by the action
being contemplated. 

Ongoing Information Obligations

24. Federal and provincial governments’ Information
Obligations: Before and throughout consultation and
accommodation processes, federal and provincial
governments must provide First Nations with all infor-
mation relevant to the action being contemplated
(map, data, research).

First Nations’ Refusal to Participate

25. Motivating Refusals and Withdrawals: If a First
Nation refuses to participate in a consultation and
accommodation process or withdraws from a process
that has begun, it must provide reasons for the refusal
or withdrawal.

26. Withdrawal/Refusal Not Equivalent to Consent:
Refusals and withdrawals do not constitute consent to
the action being contemplated by a federal or provin-
cial government.

STEPS OF THE CONSULTATION PROCESS

STEP 1: Beginning the Process

27. Beginning the Process and Provisional Funding :
Upon receipt of a request for consultation, a First
Nation shall, as soon as possible, acknowledge receipt
of the request and indicate that it will need a reason-
able period of time to prepare its initial response.
Alternately, if the First Nation learns that an action is
being contemplated that may affect their rights, they
shall initiate the process by communicating with the
government bodies involved and assert their right to
be consulted and accommodated.
27.1. In either case, the First Nation shall provide...

a copy of this Consultations Protocol (adapted
and supplemented as required), and, 

27.2. The federal and/or provincial government shall
offer and the First Nation shall require provi-
sional funding to allow the First Nation to com-
plete Steps 2 and 3.

STEP 2: Identify First Nation Interests

28. Identification of First Nation Interests: Upon receipt
of a request for consultation, a First Nation should
conduct an internal community scoping process to
consider:
28.1. the potential risks of the action being contem-

plated and its impact on First Nation rights,
interests, territory and activities,

28.2. the potential benefits of the action being con-
templated,

28.3. issues related to litigation, such as:
28.3.1. whether there is any litigation that may

be affected by the action or by participa-
tion in the consultation, 

28.3.2. whether litigation shall be considered in
response to the action,
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28.4. issues related to negotiations, such as: 
28.4.1. whether there are any ongoing treaty or

other negotiations that may be affected
by the action,

28.4.2. whether such negotiations should be
considered in addition to or instead of a
consultation process in response to the
action,

28.5. issues related to jurisdiction, such as:
28.5.1. whether it has jurisdiction over the terri-

tory, resources or action being contem-
plated,

28.5.2. whether exercise of First Nation’ legisla-
tive authority may be appropriate in
place of or in addition to the consulta-
tion process proposed,

28.6. business-related issues, such as:
28.6.1. whether there are any First Nations busi-

nesses, organizations or contractors that
have an interest in the action,

28.6.2. whether they should be parties to the
consultation and accommodation
process,

28.6.3. and whether the impacts of the action
can be addressed in whole or in part by
means of economic benefits such as 
royalties, equity interest, joint ventures,
contracts and employment,  

28.7. policy-related issues, such as:
28.7.1. whether it would be appropriate to

address larger, policy, legislative or plan-
ning issues, as well as the specific action
that Canada or Quebec is contemplating.

29. Coordination with Other First Nation Parties: After
having undertaken the exercise described above in
section 28, a First Nation should:
29.1  forward the request for consultation to other

First Nation parties, solicit their input and coor-
dinate a response, if appropriate in the circum-
stances, and

29.2  analyze whether the consultation and accom-
modation process should group together other
similar actions and take place at the regional or
provincial level in a consolidated process.

30. Involvement at the Policy Level: At this point, a First
Nation may demand involvement at the policy, leg-
islative or planning level, if it deems the action being
contemplated to be part of a larger issue or to be best
dealt with at that level.

STEP 3: Initial Response

31. Initial Response: After having undertaken the exer-
cise described in section 28 and considered the mat-
ters addressed in sections 29 and 30 and without
unreasonable delay in the circumstances, the First
Nation shall provide its initial response to the request
for consultation.

32. First Nation Intent and Expectations: In the initial
response, the First Nation shall indicate its expecta-
tions with regard to the consultation and accommo-
dation process, including its end purpose and the
nature of the role it expects to play in the decision-
making process.

33. Preliminary Matters: In its initial response, a First
Nation shall also identify:
33.1 its language requirements with regard to docu-

mentation that may be provided and the need
for interpretation services at meetings,

33.2  any seasonal activities that will have to be con-
sidered when scheduling activities and meet-
ings, 

33.3 the contact people and their coordinates at this
stage in the process. 

34. Request For More Information: A First Nation that
receives a request for consultation shall request all
information, including expert reports, relevant to the
action being contemplated.   

35. Preliminary Assertion of Jurisdiction: At this early
stage, a First Nation may choose to identify Aboriginal
rights, title or treaty rights that strengthen its rights in
the process, including jurisdiction and the rights to be
part of decision-making and to economic benefits.  

36. Consultation and Accommodation Without
Prejudice: In its initial response, a First Nation may
specify that it is entering into discussions about con-
sultation and accommodation without prejudice to its
rights and title and treaty rights and jurisdiction and to
its right to assert its rights in other forums and without
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admission of the jurisdiction of the federal and provin-
cial governments over the action being contemplated
or the territory at issue. 

STEP 4: Federal and/or Provincial
Government to Provide Information and
Funding

37. Federal and/or Provincial Governments’
Information Obligations: Provincial and federal gov-
ernments must provide potentially affected First
Nations with all pertinent information, including
expert reports, regarding the action it is contemplat-
ing, in a timely fashion. In some cases, federal and
provincial governments may be obliged to conduct
additional research and analysis of the action and
provide the affected First Nation with this information
or fund it to do the same.  

38. Form of Presentation: The form in which this initial
information is provided will vary with the circum-
stances; options include:  
38.1 a written and electronic information package,

and,
38.2 information sessions – ideally one or more

meetings hosted by Canada or the province
during which the action being contemplated is
presented to the community, documentation is
distributed and the population and their repre-
sentatives ask questions,

38.3 in either case all materials shall be made avail-
able in the languages requested by the First
Nation being consulted.  

39. Obligatory Content: At a very minimum, the initial
information provided by the federal and/or provincial
governments shall include:
39.1 clear identification of the action being contem-

plated,
39.2 clear identification of the territory that may be

affected,
39.3 the proposed timeline for the action being con-

templated,
39.4 all expert reports available and/or information

on reports that will become available in the
future. 

40. Provision of Funding: At this stage, provision must be
made by the federal and/or provincial governments to
ensure adequate funding for First Nations, including
costs of internal coordination, consultation and scop-
ing, remuneration of community and other experts
(…), research budgets, professional fees and consul-
tant services to ensure genuine participation in esta-
blishing a Consultation Plan and the Parameters of
Consultation.  

STEP 5: Identification of First Nation
Interests

41. Identification of First Nation Interests: At this stage,
First Nations being approached shall perform the
scooping exercise set out above in section 28 in a
more in-depth and informed manner. 

STEP 6: Establishing a Consultation Plan and
Parameters

42. Method: Establishing the Consultation Plan and
Parameters of Consultation may occur through an
exchange of letters or through face to face meetings.

43. Facilitators and Negotiation Process: Canada, the
province and First Nations may:
43.1 choose to engage the services of a facilitator to

help establish the Consultation Plan and
Parameters of Consultation,

43.2 agree to explicitly adopt principled or interest-
based negotiation (e.g. Getting to Yes by R.
Fisher and W. Ury of the Harvard Negotiation
Project, 1991), as opposed to ineffective adver-
sarial negotiation or positional bargaining, To
establish the Consultation Plan and Parameters
of Consultation and, as appropriate, for the fur-
ther stages of the consultation and accommo-
dation process.

44. Parameters of Consultation: The First Nations,
Canada and/or the provinces shall agree on the
Parameters of Consultation, including more specifi-
cally:
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44.1 a definition of the action being contemplated,
44.2 the policy and broader implications of the

action and its relationship with the policies of
Canada and/or the provinces. At this point, a
First Nation may decide to assert its right to be
involved at a higher, strategic, level of decision-
making,

44.3 the relationship of the current consultations
with other processes – at this point, a First
Nation may decide to specify that it is engaging
in the consultative process without prejudice to
its rights, as asserted in other processes, such
as litigation or treaty negotiations.

45. Identifying Parties and Selecting Representatives:
The Consultation Plan must identify the First Nation,
federal and/or provincial parties or bodies that will be
engaging in consultation and accommodation and the
corresponding contact people and their coordinates.

46. Interlocutors of Equal Standing: First Nation, feder-
al and/or provincial interlocutors should be of equal
standing in their respective organizational hierarchies.  

47. Participation of Third Parties: At this stage, First
Nations, Canada and/or the provinces shall determine
the propriety of inviting third parties, notably repre-
sentatives from industry or project-promoters, to par-
ticipate in the consultation and accommodation
process and provide information and funding, as
needed.  

48. Means of Consultation and Accommodation:
Determining appropriate consultative activities are
essential to the success of consultation and accom-
modation. Activities shall be chosen which allow:
48.1 First Nations to identify rights, title or treaty

rights and other interests that may be affected
by the action being contemplated,

48.2 First Nations to explain how its rights, interests
and activities will be affected by the action
being contemplated,

48.3 Canada, the provinces and third parties to pro-
vide information about the action being con-
templated and identifying their interests as
regards the action contemplated,  

48.4 the identification of possible means of address-
ing First Nations interests and of options for
accommodation,

48.5 design of means by which First Nation interests
may be accommodated, including:  
48.5.1 abandoning the action being contem-

plated,
48.5.2 alternatives to the contemplated action

that adequately address the interests on
all sides,

48.5.3 minor or major changes to the action
being contemplated,

48.5.4 modifying a proposed project, 
48.5.5 providing for First Nation participation in

an action or project, 
48.5.6 compensating the First Nation,
48.5.7 providing for ongoing consultation and

accommodation of the First Nation with
respect to an action or project and
notably follow-up, mitigation and com-
pliance monitoring activities, 

48.5.8 First Nation economic benefits such as
compensation, royalties, profit-sharing,
equity interest, joint ventures, contract-
ing, employment, and

48.5.9 consent and agreement to a new action,
modified to accommodate First 
Nation interests. 

49. Examples of Consultative Activities: Possible con-
sultative activities include:
49.1  meetings between decision-makers of equal

standing, 
49.2  meetings between experts mandated by First

Nations, Canada and/or the provinces,  
49.3 interest-based negotiations as described at arti-

cle 43.2, rather than adversarial negotiations or
positional bargaining,  

49.4  community meetings or “town-hall” type meet-
ings at which members of First Nation commu-
nities provide input regarding the action being
contemplated, 

49.5  focus groups, small meetings with First Nation
constituencies (e.g. elders, youth, trappers,
fishermen, loggers, business people), project
site visits and visits to traditional territory, 
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49.6  interviews with members of First Nation con-
stituencies,

49.7  newsletters and pamphlets,
49.8  surveys conducted in First Nation communities,
49.9  radio show phone-ins,
49.10 distribution of questionnaires in First Nation

communities. 
49.11  solicitation of First Nations’ input through elec-

tronic, web-based, forums,

50. Consultative Activities – Practical Considerations:
In selecting and planning consultative activities, provi-
sions shall be made regarding: 
50.1  setting the agenda for meetings and distribu-

tion thereof in advance,
50.2  determining who shall chair meetings,
50.3  determining who shall attend meetings, 
50.4  determining who shall record and distribute

minutes of meetings,
50.5  determining who shall record and distribute the

results of community-based activities aimed at
soliciting input from First Nation communities,

50.6  the propriety of engaging the services of third
party facilitators for some consultative activi-
ties.  

51. Establishing Decision-Making Committees: In some
cases, the parties may choose to establish:
51.1  to establish working groups to address particu-

lar issues,
51.2  to constitute decision-making bodies comprised

of representatives from First Nations, Canada
and/or the province to oversee the consultation
and accommodation processes and/or to make
decisions regarding the action being contem-
plated, 

51.3  to submit the results and decisions of working
groups and such decision-making bodies (…)
to the final approval in the formal decision-
making processes of the First Nations, the
province and Canada.

52. Input From Experts: Provisions regarding the need
for expert input shall be made in the Consultations
Plan.  

53. Funding: The Consultation Plan must provide ade-
quate funding for First Nations, including costs of
internal coordination, consultation and scoping,
remuneration of community and other experts (…),
research budgets, professional fees and consultant
services to ensure genuine participation in establish-
ing a Consultation Plan and the Parameters of
Consultation and in carrying out the process of con-
sultation and accommodation.

54. Calendar For Consultation Activities and the
Subsequent Process: The Consultation Plan shall
include the following:
54.1 the dates on which the consultative activities

referred to above in sections 42 and following
shall occur,

54.2 when Canada or the provinces shall provide its
Update on its decision-making process referred
to below in sections 58 and 59, 

54.3 when the First Nation shall provide its
Response to the Update referred to below in
sections 60 to 63,

54.4 calendars for consultative activities shall
respect the calendar for traditional First Nation
activities.    

55. Range of Possible Consultation Plans: Consultation
Plans will vary from elaborate plans spanning several
years to simple plans encompassing a few consultative
activities, followed by an Update and First Nation
Response. The scope of the Plan will depend on the
nature of the action being contemplated and the
importance of the First Nation interests at stake.  

STEP 7: Consultative Activities 

56. Consultative Activities: First Nations, Canada, the
province and/or third parties shall engage in good
faith in consultative activities as established in the
Consultations Plan, always with a view to ensuring
genuine consultation and substantially accommodat-
ing First Nation interests.  

57. Flexibility With Regard to Activities: Activities and
dates may be modified to accommodate changing sit-
uations or developments that may arise. All parties
shall confirm any such modifications, in writing. 
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STEP 8: Canada and/or the Province’s
Update of Decision-Making

58. Canada and/or the Province Provide An Update:
After an agreed number of consultative activities, as
provided for in the Consultation Plan, Canada or the
province shall provide the First Nation with a written
Update of its decision-making process.

59. Accommodation and Changes to the Action: The
Update shall include an explanation of the ways in
which First Nation interests have been considered and
accommodated and a new, revised, description of the
action being contemplated.

STEP 9: First Nation Response to the Update

60. First Nation Responds: The First Nation shall
respond, in writing, to Canada and/or the province’s
Update, within the time established in the
Consultation Plan. 

61. Possible First Nation Responses: Possible responses
include: 
61.1 consent to the action as described in the

Update, 
61.2 partial consent to the action as described in the

Update, 
61.3 conditional consent to the action as described

in the Update,
61.4 request for further consultation and accommo-

dation,
61.5 rejection of the action as described in the

Update. 
62. Reasons for Response: When criticizing the action as

described in the Update or withholding consent, First
Nations should provide reasons for their views based
on success or failure in addressing the interests of the
First Nation as regards the action now contemplated.

STEP 10: Agreement, Continued
Consultations, Follow-up or Withdrawall

63. Agreement: At this stage, the parties may agree to an
action.

64. Continued Consultations: Alternately, they may
agree to continue the consultation and accommoda-
tion process.   

65. Withdrawal From Process: A First Nation may
choose to withdraw from the process. If it does, the
First Nation shall give reasons for its withdrawal.

STEP 11: Consultation and Accommodation
Report

66. Consultation and Accommodation Report: As pro-
vided in the Consultation Plan, a “Consultation and
Accommodation Report” shall be prepared and made
available by the agreed means and in the agreed lan-
guages.

67. Consultation and Accommodation Follow-Up: As
provided in the Consultation Plan, provision shall be
made for the establishment, funding and operation of
mechanisms for follow-up, mitigation measures and
compliance monitoring with respect to the contem-
plated action.  
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CONSULTED WEB SITES

Environment Quality Act, 
R.S.Q. c. Q-2, sections 1 to 31.9

www2.publicationsduquebec.gouv.qc.ca/dynamicSearch/
telecharge.php?type=2&file=/Q_2/Q2_A.htm

Regulation respecting environmental impact 
assessment and review, 

c. Q-2, r.9

www2.publicationsduquebec.gouv.qc.ca/dynamicSearch/
telecharge.php?type=3&file=/Q_2/Q2R9_A.htm

Rules of procedure relating to the conduct 
of public hearings, 

R.S.Q., c. Q-2, r. 19

www2.publicationsduquebec.gouv.qc.ca/dynamicSearch/
telecharge.php?type=3&file=/Q_2/Q2R19_A.htm

Pertinent provisions include:

section 6.1 and following: Bureau d'audiences publique sur 
l'environnement established 

section 19.1 : Environmental rights

section 22 and following: Obtaining minister’s certificate of 
authorization

section 31.1 and following: Environmental impact assessment 
and review of certain projects for 
which Cabinet certificates of 
authorization are required

Pertinent provisions include:

section 2: Projects subject to assessment

section 3: Content of impact statement

section 6 and following: Public information and consultation

section 13: Request for a public hearing by a 
person, group or municipality

Pertinent provisions include:

Sections 20 and 25: Participation of “other parties” in the 
first part of the hearing.

Section 27: Hearing people who have submitted 
briefs in the second part of the 
hearing.  
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APPENDIX 1 GEOGRAPHIC LOCATIONS OF THE FIRST
NATIONS OF QUEBEC AND LABRADOR

Source : Quebec Aboriginal Tourism Corporation 
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APPENDIX 2
FLOWCHART: AFNQL CONSULTATION

& ACCOMMODATION PROCESS

FN learns independently  
of a proposed action

Canada and/or Quebec contemplate an  
action that may affect FN interests and have  

not approached the FN for consultation  
& accommodation.

FN asserts its  
constitutional consultation  

& accommodation rights

Consultation &  
accommodation 

begin

FN exercices its 
rights otherwise

Litigation, Negotiations,
Commercial  
agreement

FN receives a request 
for consultation

Step 1
acknowledgment of receipt

Step 2
Scoping - FN 

Determines its interests

Step 3
Initial response 

& optional assertion 
of jurisdiction

Step 4
Government provides 
information & funding

Step 5
More in depth scoping - FN 

determines its interests

Step 6
Consultation & 

accommodation plan
Funding • Timetable • Parameters 
Expertise • Third party involvement

Step 7
Consultative activities
Policy meetings • Townhalls 

Surveys • Interviews

Step 8
Government update

Canada and/or Quebec present its modified 
action and explains how First Nation interests 

have been accommodated

Step 9
FN response

The First Nation being consulted has a variety 
of options at this point, including: 

withdrawal from the process, rejection of action, 
consent, more consultations, or 
exercising its rights otherwise.

Existing consultation mechanism
Such as BAPE hearings or 

Forest Act consultations

FN asserts its  
constitutional consultation 

& accommodation rights

Scoping:  
FN determines its interests

Including the adequacy of existing process

FN decides to participate 
in existing process

Modified, as required

FN withdraws / refuses to 
participate & exercices 

rights otherwise 
At any point in an existing or especially 
tailored consultation & accommodation  
process, a FN may withdraw and decide 

to assert its rights in another forum 
(litigation, negotiations). 

Reasons for such a decision should 
always be given.

FN demands involvement 
at the legislative 

and/or policy level 
At any point in an existing or 

especially tailored consultation & 
accommodation process, a FN may assert 

its right to be involved at a higher
level of decision-making

Step 10
Agreement

Step 11
Consultation &  

accommodation report
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LIST OF STEPS REQUIRING LETTERS

1. Acknowledgement of Receipt
(Step 1, Protocol, section 27)

2. Initial Response
(Step 3, Protocol, sections 31 and following)

3. Assertion of jurisdiction over decision-making (optional)
(Protocol, section 35 )

4. Response to Canada and/or Quebec’s Update on Decision
Making
(Step 9, Protocol, section 60 and following)

5. First Nation Withdrawal or Refusal to Participate
(Protocol, sections 25 and 65 )

6. First Nation demands involvement at a higher level of 
decision-making
(Protocol, sections 6, 28.6, 30, 44.2)

7. First Nation asserts its constitutional consultation and 
accommodation rights 
(upon learning that Canada and/or Quebec is contemplating at
action that may affect First Nation interests and there has been 
no movement towards consultation and accommodation)

8. First Nation asserts its constitutional consultation and 
accommodation rights 
(when faced with an existing consultation and accommodation
mechanism)

9. Request for funding

10. Consultation Budget 
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APPENDIX 4
MODEL LETTER – REFUSAL 

TO PARTICIPATE IN 
A CONSULTATION PROCESS

See: articles 25 and 26 of the AFNQL Consultations Protocol 
(October 2005) 

(STANDARD ADDRESS HEADER – DATE, SUBJECT  & ETC.)

This is in response to your letter of (date) in which you request that we engage in (specify the consultation that was requested;
if possible use the same language used the letter that was received from the provincial or federal gouvernment body). 

We represent the interests of (specify First Nation and/or community represented). We have occupied (provide reasonably
detailled information regarding territorial rights, land and resource uses that may be affected by the action or project that the
government is contemplating. Also mention any claims, negotiations or court actions that aim at having these rights recon-
gnized. It is particularly important to mention an y successful law suits and situations where Canada and/or Quebec have
accepted to negotiate comprehensive or resource sector agreements). 

Supreme Court of Canada decisions such as Sparrow, Gladstone and Delgamuukw 7 and, more recently, Haida and Taku 8

have confirmed that (name of provincial or federal government body that sent the request for consultation — e.g. “the Quebec
minister of natural resources”) has a constitutional duty to consult First Nations in good faith with the aim of substantially
accommodating their interests before approving projects or making decisions that may affect Aboriginal interests. Consultation
and accommodation must take place at the strategic planning level, not merely at the operational level of resource manage-
ment decisions. Resource legislation and policy must explicitly provide for including our interests. Protection of our rights can-
not depend on the generous exercise of governmental discretion regarding development and resource allocation and use.

The legal duty to consult and accommodate carries with it numerous other obligations, including: providing information
regarding actions or projects in a timely fashion, ensuring adequate funding of First Nations being consulted, listening to the
concerns of First Nations and incorporating those concerns into the decision-making process. Further, the (name of provincial
or federal government body that sent the request for consultation — e.g. “the Quebec minister of natural resources”) is not
necessarily discharged of its duty by simply holding public consultations in which First Nations may participate along with other
stakeholders. Consultation and accommodation should occur directly between First Nation and (name of provincial or feder-
al government body that sent the request for consultation — e.g. “the Quebec minister of natural resources”) interlocutors
who are of equal standing in their respective organizations. Above and beyond these procedural requirements, the duty
includes a substantial economic element. urces) must take concrete steps accommodate Aboriginal interests. This may include
modifying the original project, profit-sharing with First Nations, compensating First Nations, providing for ongoing collabora-
tion and/or giving First Nations a continued role in decision-making. 

7 R v. Sparrow, [1990] 1 S.C.R. 1075, R. c. Gladstone, [1996] 2 R.C.S. 723, Delgamuukw v. British Columbia, [1997] 3 S.C.R. 1010.

8 Haïda Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests), [2004] 3 S.C.R. 511 and Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. British Columbia 
(Project Assessment Director), [2004] 3 S.C.R. 550).
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For your information and to provide you with a better understanding of our expectations regarding consultation and accom-
modation, we are enclosing a copy of the Assembly of First Nations of Quebec and Labrador’s Consultation Protocol currently
in force. It sets out a systematic process by which the duty to consult First Nations and accommodate our territorial and
resource interests may be fulfilled.  

The consultations you propose are insufficient. They do not meet the current definition of the constitutional duty to consult
and accommodate First Nations. In particular, (here it is important to explain exactly what is wrong with the consultations pro-
posed by the provincial or federal government body, e.g. there are insufficient resources available for our true and genuine
participation,“ the timeline you propose is far too stringent and will not allow us to make informed decisions during the con-
sultation process...”, “you have not provided full information on the proposed action and its impact on our interests”, “valid
consultation must be at the strategic planning level, but you propose consultation only on the operational details of a pro-
ject/action/proposal that you have already approved in principle”).

For the reasons set out above, we have decided not to participate in (specify the consultation that was requested; if possible
use the same language used the letter that was received from the provincial or federal government body). This decision is not
equivalent to consent to (name ther action or project that the government is contemplating). It is made without prejudice to
(specify First Nation and/or community represented)’s right to assert our rights in other forums, such as treaty negotiations
or the court system. 

Sincerely, 

Signature - Date
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APPENDIX 5
AFNQL RESOLUTION NO. 18/2005
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